Impulse-dependent extracellular resting dopamine concentration in rat striatum in vivo.
The ambient resting dopamine (DA) concentration in brain regulates cognition and motivation. Despite its importance, resting DA level in vivo remains elusive. Here, by high-frequency stimulation of the medial forebrain bundle and immediately following the stimulus-induced DA overflow, we recorded a DA "undershoot" which is a temporal reduction of DA concentration to a level below the baseline. Based on the DA undershoot, we predicted a resting DA concentration of ∼73nM in rat striatum in vivo. Simulation studies suggested that removing basal DA by DAT during the post-stimulation inhibition of tonic DA release caused the DA undershoot, and the resting concentration of DA modulated the kinetics of the evoked DA transient. The DA undershoot was eliminated by either blocking D2 receptors with haloperidol or blocking the DA transporter (DAT) with cocaine. Therefore, the impulse-dependent resting DA concentration is in the tens of nanomolar range and is modulated by the presynaptic D2 receptors and the DAT in vivo.